Mindtree is a leading IT services provider headquartered in India. Mindtree has approximately 2,300 employees in the continuous testing practice. The company derived close to $104 million in revenue from continuous testing in the U.S., where it has two delivery centers and serves 29 clients. Its continuous testing practice grew by 5 percent. Mindtree offers clients a tool-agnostic unified test automation platform, Dynamic Test Engineering Platform (DTEP) 4.0, in a plug-and-play model.

**Digital Automation Framework (DAF):** Mindtree’s DAF framework is integrated into its DTEP, which is a scriptless test automation framework. This enables even resources such as test engineers with less proficiency in programming to create a test automation script. DTEP also has embedded AI across the testing lifecycle for test case design (PoC stage), self-healing of automation scripts and enabling statistics-driven testing.

**Collaboration for feedback:** Mindtree drives collaboration with both commercial and open-source tools for collaboration and instant feedback for continuous learning. Close to 80 percent of Mindtree’s customers use Confluence, SharePoint or Teams. Mindtree also has expertise in Jira, Zephyr and Google Forms for continuous feedback.

**Partnerships:** Mindtree has partnered with players such as Applitools, BrowserStack, ConformIQ, Eggplant, Microfocus, Neotys, Tricentis and Perfecto Mobile to apply new AI-based approaches in testing.

*Caution*

Mindtree could consider increasing its resources skilled in cloud-based automated test environment provisioning and security testing in the U.S.